CEA3 or ‘Catch Em All’ is a companion for Fishing Simulator 2
A little background
CEA3 is the third release of the script, CEA was first developed in early 2006, with a second version
released in 2007 making needed changes to keep up with the vast amount of catch data being collected.
CEA3 was created to handle an even bigger collection of data and has had many updates over the years,
thanks for being part of CEA’s history.

Fishsim2 Resources
If you’re not familiar with FS2, learn more about Fishing Simulator 2 by visiting these great resources
 www.fishsim.net
 http://www.tubadave.co.uk/
 http://www.simmersdad.net/
 http://hares.netfirms.com/
 http://z11.invisionfree.com/LBs_Forum/index.php

General CEA3 script requirements





Min Fishing Simulator 2 version 2.13d (Version Code 128)
Max catch log file size 100 kb
Max catches in the log 100
Catches expire after 72 Hours of being in log, depending on time zone

The term ‘Combination’ or ‘Combo’ is a (Specie + Venue) set, only unique combinations are accepted as
new valid combinations.
The term userset is a user’s collection of combinations stored in the CEA database.
Combination Summary... (Below are examples of new & unique combinations)
New specie and new venue to your Set 95 XP
New specie to your Set 100 XP
New venue to your Set 115 XP
Combination 250 XP (Any unique combination without adding a new venue or specie to your userset)
Earn extra XP with the CEA3 Mini‐Games, see the separate help file for more information.
Earn extra XP with the CEA3 Achievements, see the separate help file for more information.
Note: *VEN#VenueName* or *SPC#SpecieName* in asterisks are not recognized by CEA3, new venues
and species are added when new validated venues and species are released, these may take a few days
or more to be updated. Some venues and species are not in the CEA3 translation file and may never be
added until there validated. Some however are included that have shown no problems over the years.

